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Abstract 
A method is described for proving “always possibly” properties of specifications in formalisms 
with linear-time trace semantics. It is shown to be relatively complete for TLA (Temporal Logic 
of Actions) specifications. @ 1998- Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Does proving possibility properties provide any useful information about a system? 
Why prove that it is possible for a user to press q on the keyboard and for a q 
subsequently to appear on the screen ? We know that the user can always press the q 
key, and what good is knowing that a q might appear on the screen? Is it not enough 
to prove that no q appears on the screen unless a q is typed (a safety property), and 
that, if a q is typed, then a q eventually does appear (a liveness property)? 
Although possibility properties may tell us nothing about a system, we do not reason 
about a system; we reason about a mathematical model of a system. A possibility 
property can provide a sanity check on our model. Proving that it is always possible 
for a press(q) action to occur tells us something useful about the model. In general, 
we want to prove that a model allows the occurrence of actions representing events 
that the system cannot prevent. 
We present a method for proving that it is always possible for some state or action 
eventually to occur. This is the simplest class of possibility properties and seems to 
be the most useful. (The simpler requirement that it is always possible for an action 
to occur may also be useful, but it just asserts that the action is always enabled, so 
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it is a safety property and not a possibility property.) We first describe the general 
approach, which applies to any formalism with a linear-time semantics. We then show 
how the method is used with TLA, the Temporal Logic of Actions [8], and prove a 
relative completeness result. 
Possibility properties pose no problem in formalisms based on branching-time se- 
mantics [4]. However, it is impossible to assert in linear-time temporal logic that 
something is always possible [6]. It is therefore not obvious how to prove possi- 
bility properties in the formalisms that we consider, which are based on linear-time 
semantics. 
We are concerned with proofs, not finite-state model checking. Model checking be- 
gins by writing (or rewriting) a specification as a transition system. A finite-state 
linear-time specification should yield the same transition system as the corresponding 
branching-time specification, and hence the same model checking algorithm. 
2. Possibility and closure 
2.1. Closure and safety 
We begin by reviewing some basic concepts of linear-time temporal logic [lo]. A 
behavior is an infinite sequence of states or of events - for now, it does not matter 
which. The meaning [1”]1 of a temporal-logic formula II is a Boolean-valued func- 
tion on behaviors. We say that the behavior o satisfies n iff (if and only if) [PI 
equals TRUE. Formula n is valid, written + ZI, iff every behavior satisfies ZZ. To use 
temporal logic to specify (a mathematical model of) a system, we consider states to 
represent possible system states and events to represent possible system actions, so a 
behavior represents a conceivable execution of a system. A system is specified by a 
formula n that is satisfied by precisely those behaviors that represent a legal system 
execution. 
Boolean operations on formulas are defined in the obvious way; for example, [U A @I 
(a) 4 [U](o) A [@n(cr). We define q IZ to be the formula that is satisfied by a behavior 
cs iff every suffix of c satisfies II, and we define Oil to be satisfied by 0 iff some suffix 
of o satisfies 17. The operators q and 0 are read always and eventually, respectively. 
We define -+ by II -+ @ 4 q (n + O@). 
Let S” be the set of all behaviors, let S* be the set of all finite behaviors (finite 
prefixes of elements of S-), let “.” be concatenation of sequences, and let p C r~ mean 
that p is a nonempty finite prefix of the behavior U. The closure +3(n) of a formula 
Ii’ is defined by 
[w(n)j(C) A vp c 0 : 3 E SW : pqp. z) (1) 
where Yp C g is universal quantification over all finite prefixes p of cr. Thus, a behavior 
CJ satisfies G%‘(n) iff every finite prefix of r~ can be extended to a behavior that satisfies 
n. The following proposition follows easily from (1). 
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Proposition 1. For any formulas II and @: 
1. + II+%?(II). 
2. + II + @ implies t= @(II) * g( @). 
A safety formula is one that equals its closure. Thus, a safety formula 27 is satisfied 
by a behavior c iff every prefix of CJ can be extended to a behavior satisfying II. 
Intuitively, a safety property IZ constrains only the finite behavior of a system - any 
behavior that fails to satisfy II fails at some specific instant. More precisely, II is a 
safety property (equals its closure) iff 
2.2. Possibility 
We now define a class of possibility properties and relate them to closure. The prop- 
erties are of the form always possibly P, meaning that at all times during an execution 
of the system, it is possible for P eventually to become true. In linear-time temporal 
logic, it is impossible to write a formula whose meaning is always possibly P [6]. How- 
ever, for any particular system, we can write a formula asserting that always possibly 
P holds for behaviors of that system. More precisely, we can define a formula P,(P) 
such that always possibly P holds for the system specified by IZ iff P,(P) is valid. 
Intuitively, always possibly P holds for a system iff, at any point during any exe- 
cution of the system, it is possible to choose some particular way of continuing the 
execution that makes P eventually hold. In other words, if p is the prefix of a behavior 
satisfying the system’s specification 27, then there exists a behavior r such that p T 
satisfies Z7, and P holds at some point in z. We can therefore define P,(P) by 
[P,(P)]~(~)~u~~(~)~~~c~:~~:E~~~(~.~)A[IOP~(~) (3) 
Our method of proving possibility properties is based on the following result. It and 
all subsequent propositions are proved in the appendix. 
Proposition 2. If 7P is a safety property, then 
k (u(n)~~(~(n)AooP))~P,(P) 
We will use this result when [[Pj@) depends only on the first one or two elements 
of g. By (2), 1P is a safety property for such a P. 
3. Proving possibility properties in TLA 
3.1. TLA 
To apply Proposition 2, we need to compute closures. One can write TLA specifi- 
cations in a way that makes computing the closure easy. We now give a thumbnail 
review of TLA; see [8] for a real explanation of the logic. 
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In TLA, behaviors are infinite sequences of states, where a state is an assignment of 
variables to values. We let S be the set of all states. Formulas are built from actions, 
Boolean operators, and the temporal operator q . An action is a Boolean expression 
containing primed and unprimed variables. For states s and t, we define [A](s, t) to 
equal TRUE iff A holds with values from s substituted for unprimed variables and with 
values from t substituted for primed variables. We consider action A to be a temporal 
formula by letting [A~(so,s~,s~,...) equal [Aj(s~,s,). 
A state predicate P is an action with no primed variables; we write [PI(s) instead of 
[ I( > 1, h’ h d P s t w K 1s m ependent of t. For an action A, we define the predicate ENABLEDA 
by [ENABLED A](S) A 3 E S : [An(s, t). A state function is a nonBoolean expression con- 
taining no primed variables. For any state function a, we let [AlO A A V (u’ = u) and 
(A)v A A A (u’ # v), where u’ is the expression obtained by priming the free variables 
in 0. 
The canonical form of a TLA formula is Init Ao[N], A F, where Init is a state 
predicate, N an action, v a state function, and F the conjunction of formulas of the 
form WF,(A) (weak fairness) or SF,(A) (strong fairness), with 
WF,(A) 9 00 TENABLED(A)~ Vu0 (A)” 
SF,(A) A OUTENABLED( VoO (A)u 
For example, a system that starts with x and y both 0, and repeatedly either increments 
x by f 1 or, if x equals 0, increments y by f I, is specified by the following formula 
Izxy: ’ 
Nxy 4 v AX’ E {x + 1,x - 1) 
Ay’=y 
v Ax=x’=O 
Ay’E{y+l,y-1) 
The fairness condition WF(,,)(Nxy) asserts that the system never stops. 
TLA also has an operator 3, where 3x : 17 is essentially n with variable x hidden. 
The system specified by 3x : Il satisfies a possibility property iff n does - assuming x 
does not occur free in the property - so we ignore the 3 operator here. Using 3, we can 
express P,(P) and G+?(n) as TLA formulas, for any formulas IZ and P. Propositions 1 
and 2 can then be proved by temporal-logic reasoning. 
Closures of TLA formulas are computed using the following result. 
Proposition 3. If Init is a state predicate, M and N are actions such that M implies 
N, and F is the conjunction of countably many formulas of the form WF,(A) andfor 
’ A list of formulas bulleted with A or V denotes the conjunction or disjunction of the formulas; indentation 
is used to eliminate parentheses. Angle brackets enclose tuples. 
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SF,,(A), where each (A)” implies M, then 
%(ZnitAo[N],A Oo[M],AF)=ZnitAo[N], 
Since 017 implies OoII, for any II, substituting Nxy for both N and A4 in the 
proposition proves that V(I7xy) z (X = y = 0) A q [Nxy](,,) . For M = N, Proposition 3 
is a special case of Proposition 2 of [l]. 
A formula of the form Znit A q [N], A F is called machine closed [l] if its closure 
equals Znit Ao[N],. Proposition 3 implies that such a formula is machine closed if F 
is the conjunction of fairness conditions for actions that imply N. Machine closure 
means that F does not rule out any finite prefixes of behaviors. It can be argued that 
any specification that models a real implementation should be machine closed, and that 
possibility properties need be proved only for a model of an implementation, not for 
a high-level specification. 
3.2. The proqf method 
We now show how to use Propositions l-3 to prove possibility properties of the 
form P,(P) for a state predicate P, where ZZ equals Znit Ao[N], A F, and @‘(II) equals 
Znit Ao[N],. For any action A, formula P,(A) is equivalent to P,(ENAEsLED([N], A A)). 
Hence, our method can be used to prove properties P,(A) for arbitrary actions A. 
To prove P,(P), we find an action A4 and a conjunction G of fairness properties 
such that 
ZnitAo[N],A Oo[M],AG+oOP 
and for which we can use Proposition 3 to prove 
(4) 
%?(Znit Ao[N], A Oo[n/r], A G)=Znit Ao[N], 
We then deduce P,(P) as follows. 
1. ZnitAo[N],A Oo[M],AG+ZnitAo[N],AoOP 
Proof. (4). 
(5) 
2. ZnitAo[N],+%?(ZnitAo[N],AoOP) 
Proof. (5) and part 2 of Proposition 1. 
3. Q.E.D. 
Proof. By Proposition 2, since Znit A q [N]” = %?(II). 
For example, to prove P,,,(y = 17), we take 
A4 4 V A((x > O)A(x’=x- l))V((x < O)A(x’=x+ 1)) 
Ay’=y 
V Ax=x’=O 
A((y > 17)A(y’= y- l))V((y < 17)A(y’=y+ 1)) 
and let G be WF(,,V)(M) To prove (4), we use the TLA rules from Fig. 5 (p. 888) 
of [8]. 
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We now show that this proof method is complete relative to non-temporal reasoning 
about actions. This means that if all the necessary valid action formulas can be proved, 
then every valid formula P,(P) is provable. We write E Y to mean that formula Y is 
provable from Propositions l-3 and the rules in [8]. 
Our results assume that valid actions in some class of expressible formulas are prov- 
able. We assume that expressible terms and formulas are closed under the operations of 
first-order logic (conjunction, quantification, etc.), priming, forming tuples, and prim- 
itive recursive definitions. Relative completeness results for programming logics are 
generally based on some form of predicate transformer analogous to the sin operator 
of [7]. For any action A and state predicate P, the state predicate sin(A,P) can be 
defined by 
[WV)](s) 
2 3s() ,...,s,ES: (s=s,)r\[Pl(sO)/\(W<n: [A](Si,Si+l)) (6) 
for all states . We first show completeness of the TLA rules for proving invariance 
properties. 
Proposition 4. For any predicates I and Init, state function v, and action N, if 
1. Every valid expressible action formula is provable. 
2. I, Init, v, N, and sin([N],,Init) are expressible, 
3. + Init Ao[N], +oI. 
Then k Init AO[N]~ +oI. 
Proposition 4 is essentially the TLA version of the classical completeness results for 
Hoare logics [3]. We use it to show completeness of our method for proving possibility 
properties: 
Proposition 5. If 
1. Every valid expressible action formula is provable. 
2. P, Init, v, N, and sin([N],,Znit) are expressible. 
3. k W(Ii’)=Init Ao[N],. 
4. k P,(P). 
Then k P,(P). 
4. Conclusion 
Proving possibility properties provides a way of checking that the mathematical 
models we make of our systems are sensible. For real-time specifications, an impor- 
tant possibility property is nonZenoness, which asserts that it is always possible for 
time to advance. The relation between possibility and closure was first observed for 
nonZenoness in [l]. Our method generalizes a method described there for proving 
nonZenoness. 
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Propositions 1 and 2 are independent of TLA. They can be used for proving pos- 
sibility properties in any trace-based specification method for which closures can be 
computed. It is easy to compute closures when specifications are written as certain 
kinds of transition systems. For example, the closure of (the temporal-logic formula 
corresponding to) a Biichi automaton [2] with a strongly connected state graph is 
the automaton obtained by making every state an accepting state. The closure of a 
specification written as a state transition system [5,9] is obtained by removing the 
fairness properties, if those properties are expressed as fairness conditions on transi- 
tions. We do not know of any practical method for computing the closure of arbitrary 
temporal-logic formulas, or of transition systems with arbitrary temporal formulas as 
fairness requirements. We do not know how to prove possibility properties for tradi- 
tional temporal-logic specifications [lo]. 
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Appendix 
We now prove Propositions 2-5. The proofs use a hierarchical style in which the 
proof of statement (i)j is either an ordinary paragraph-style proof or the sequence of 
statements (i + 1) 1, (i + 1)2,. . . and their proofs. We recommend reading proofs top- 
down - reading the proof of a level-k step by first reading the level-(k + 1) statements 
that form the proof, together with the proof of the final Q.E.D. step, and then reading 
the proofs of the level-(k + 1) steps in any order. 
A.I. Proof of Proposition 2 
To prove the proposition, we must prove that if a behavior B satisfies C??(n) + 
%7(‘%?(n) A q 0 P), then it satisfies P,(P). By the definition (3) of P,(P), the proposition 
is proved as follows. 
Assume: 1. [nl](o) 
2. [r~(n>~~(~(n)AooP>~(~> 
Prove: ~‘pCa:32:I[n~(p~,)A\oP~(~) 
(ljl. ‘dpco: 3lyES~ :[[~(n)ll(p.‘I)A~oOPIJ(p.rl) 
(4 1. [wm>] 
Proof: Assumption 1 and part 1 of Proposition 1. 
(2)2. vq~(n)AooP)(a) 
Proof: (2)1, assumption 2, and the definition of + for temporal formulas. 
(2)3. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)2, (l), and the definition of A for temporal formulas. 
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(1 12. vpCa:35ES*: AqESM: zq(p.&& 
AV’XESOO : I OPj<<. x) 
(2)l. vpES*, rjES”” : I[OOPj(P. ?)a 3111YV2 : g = r1 . v2 AI[fq(u2) 
Proof: By definition of q and 0. 
(20. \J?2 E S” : pq(r2) =+ 3q3 c v2 : vx E SM : [+I3 ’ x) 
Proof: By the hypothesis that 7P is a safety property and (2) (substituting TP 
for II). 
(2)3. Vp E S*, 9 E SW : [ooP]l(p*q)~35cq :vXEs= : [OP]I<&x) 
Proof: By (2) 1, (2)2, and the definition of 0, taking y11 .q3 for 4. 
(2)4. VP E S*, ? E S”, 5: C r : [V(ZZ)n(p . ?) + 34 E S” : [IIZ](p . 5 . 4) 
Proof: By the definition (1) of $7. 
(2)5. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (l)l, (2)3, and (2)4. 
(1)3. Q.E.D. 
Proof: By (1)2, letting r be 5 . 4 and instantiating x with 4. 
A.2. Proof of Proposition 3 
We prove the proposition for the special case that F consists of a single WF or SF 
formula, which is the only case used here. The general case is handled much as in the 
proof of Proposition 2 of [l]. In the following proof, W/SF denotes either WF or SF. 
Assume: 1. kM+N 
2. I= (A)“=+-M 
3. OES” 
Prove: [W(Znit Ao[N], A o~pf], A W/SF,(A))]J(a) =[Zkt m[N],]l(o) 
(1)l. Assume: VpCo : 3: Znit Ao[N], A OO[M]” A W/SF,(A)j(p . z) 
Prove: [Znit Ao[N], B (0) 
Proof: Assumption (1) (from this step) implies that Znit holds in the first 
state of o and [Nll, holds in every pair of successive states of (T, which 
implies [Znit Ao[A$((o) by definition of q and of [B]I for an action B. 
(1)2. Assume: 1. [Znit Ao[N]u&> 
Ao[N], A Oo[M], A W/SF,(A)@p . z) 
(2) 1. Choose states SO, ~1,. . . such that p = SO,.  . ,s, and, for all i an, 
A [ENABLED(d&) + [(A)&i,&+l) 
A l[ENABLED(A)“B(Si) + (Si+l = Si) 
Proof: The existence of the si follows from the definition of ENABLED. 
(2)~. (ro[hf]vj(sn,Sn+l,. . .I 
(3)l. Vi3n : [[M],](si,si+l) 
Proof: If [EN~L@4),]1(~i), this follows from (2)l and assumption 2. 
If +NABLED(A)&i), th is also follows from (2)l because 
[[M],]J(s,s) holds for any state s. 
(3)2. Q.E.D. 
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Proof: (3) 1 and the definitions of q and of [B]I for an action B. 
(2)3. [WISF,(A)]I(smv. .> 
Proof: [n 0 ENABLED(,~),~(s~,s~ , . . .) implies [ENABLED(A),IJ(s~) 
for infinitely many i, which by (2) 1 implies [(A),l(q,si+t ) for infinitely 
many i, which implies [no (A)oj(ss,si,. . .). The result then follows from 
the definition of WF and SF, since 100 ENABLED@), is equivalent to 
OO~ENABLED(A),, which implies q 0 TENABLED(A),. 
(2)4. [WI, (so,n,. .I 
(3) 1. Vi : [N,](h,.c+i > u! 
(4)l. A ssume: i<n 
Prove: [[Nlo](Si>Si+l > 
Proof: (2)l and assumptions (1):l and (1):2 (from step (1)2). 
(4)2. Assume: i >n 
Prove: [[[Nlv](Si3Si+l> 
Proof By (2)2, the definition of q , and assumption 1. 
(4)3. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (4)l and (4)2. 
(3)2. Q.E.D. 
Proof (3) 1 and the definitions of q and of 1~11 for an action B. 
(2)5. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)2, (2)3, (2)4, the definition of [~~tj, and the definition of 0, 
taking s,, s,,+i, . . . for r. 
(1)3. Q.E.D. 
Proof (l)l, (1)2, and the definition (1) of %‘. 
A.3. Proof of Proposition 4 
(ljl. k InitAo[N],~nsin([N],,Znit) 
(2) 1. + Init * sin([N],,Znit) 
Proof: Definition (6) of sin. 
(2)2. /= [/VI0 Asin([N],,Znit) *sin([N],,Init)’ 
Proof: Definition (6) of sin. 
(2)3. k sin([N],,Znit)Ao[N], +osin([N]l,,Znit) 
Proof: (2)2, assumptions 1 and 2, and proof rule INVl. 
(2)4. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)1, (2)3, and assumptions 1 and 2. 
(1)2. k sin([N],,Znit) *I 
(2) 1 VS E S : [sin([N],,Znit)](s) + 
3s o ,..., S, ES : [zmmpq,lJ(so ,..., s,,s,s,s ,...I 
Proof: Definition (6) of sin, and the definitions of q and [N],. 
(2)2. Vs,so “...) S,E~ :[Znhm[~Q(s~ ,..., s,,s,~,s ,... )=+-[z](S) 
Proof: Assumption 3 and definition of oI. 
(2)3 k sin([NJ,,Znit) +I 
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Proof: (2)l and (2)2. 
(2)4. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)3 and assumptions 1 and 2. 
(1)3. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (l)l, (1)2, and proof rule STL4 of [8]. 
A.4. Proof of Proposition 5 
Let N be the set of natural numbers and let xi,. . . ,x, be the free variables of P and 
N. Since [N]” = [[N],](,,), by replacing N with [N]” and v with (0,x1,. . . ,a), we can 
assume: 
5. v is a tuple whose components include all free variables of P and N. 
In the following proof, P, is the predicate that is true iff P can be made true by taking 
n N-steps, but with no fewer than n such steps. 
LET: P,, g if n = 0 then P 
else AQi < n : TPi 
AENABLED(N A(u’#v)AP~_,) 
M b NA(Qn : P,,+l =sPL) 
(1)l. tInitAo[N],*0(3n: P,) 
LET: TC(S,IZ) A ~so,.. .,s, : A(s = SO) A[Pp](s,) 
AQi < n : [N A(v’#v)](s~,s~+~) 
(2)l. Q(s~,s~,...)ES=’ : 
[~nitAdNl,](s~,sl ,...)+QiEN: 3n~N: n(si,n) 
Proof: Assumptions 3 and 4, (3) (the definition of P,(P)), and the definitions 
ofgand 0. 
(2)2. Qs E S,n E N : [Pnj(s) = n(s,n) A (Vi < n : lx(s,i)) 
Proof: By induction on n from the definitions of P,,, I-C, and ENABLED. 
(2)3. QSES : [3n : P,n(s)=r(FlnEN : x(s,n)) 
Proof: (2)2. 
(2)4. k Init Ao[N], +o(3n : P,) 
Proof: (2)1, (2)3, and the definitions of q and [[N]$ 
(2)5. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)4, assumptions 2 and 1, and Proposition 4, since ENABLED A
is obtained by existential quantification over the primed variables of A, 
so it is expressible if A is, for any action A. 
(1)2. Assume: k E N 
Prove: I- Wfl, A WWW * &+I -+ f’,t) 
(2)1. ~Pk+lA[Mlu*p;+, VP; 
Proof: Definition of M and assumption 5 (which, by induction on k, 
implies Pk+i A (0’ = v) * PL,,). 
(2)2. t pk+l A (M),. +P; 
Proof: Definition of M. 
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(2)3. t Pk+t 3 ENABLED(M), 
(3)1. + Pk+, +kr#((k + 1) : -P,, 
Proof Definition of P,,. 
(3)2. + Pk+t +(M-NAP;) 
Proof (3)l and definition of M. 
(3)3. b Pkfl *ENABLED(M), 
Proof (3)2 and the definition of &+I. 
(3)4. Q.E.D. 
Proof (3)3 and assumption 1. 
(2)4. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)1-(2)3 and rule WFl of [8]. 
(1)3. I- Oo[M],AWF,(M)+oOP 
(2)l. 10(3n:P,)~ Oo[M],AWF,(M)+(@z:P,)-+P) 
Proof: (1)2 and the Lattice Rule of [8]. 
(2)2. k q F A (F -+ G) + 00 G, for any temporal formulas F and G. 
Proof : q F A (F -iyf G) E q F A q (F + 0 G) Definition of -+ 
= q (FA (F 3 0 G)) Rule STLS of [8]. 
=+oOG Rule STL4 of [8]. 
(2)3. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)1 and (2)2. 
(1)4. Q.E.D. 
(2)l. t-%?(ZnitAo[N],A Oo[M],AWF,(M))_ZnitAo[N], 
Proof: Proposition 3, since k M + N by definition of M. 
(2)2. kZnitAo[N],A Oo[M],AWF,(M)~~(Zi’)AoOP 
Proof: (l)l, (1)3, and assumption 3. 
(2)3. t V?(ZI)~+T?(~(II)A~OP) 
Proof: (2)1, (2)2, assumption 3, and part 2 of Proposition 1. 
(2)4. Q.E.D. 
Proof: (2)3 and Proposition 2. 
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